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Summary: We address how uncertainty in basal traction a�ects sea level rise by 2200. Basal traction has a dominant control over the rate of ice �ux to the ocean; 
It can change by orders of magnitude over small spatial scales, and those changes a�ect ice motion by several orders of magnitude. It is the biggest tuning knob we 
have for creating a realistic looking ice sheet and correspondingly biggest source of uncertainty in projections of ice sheet contribution to sea level rise. 

From an uncertainty quanti�cation point of view, the challenge is that the basal traction is high dimensional and its data constraints don’t have an immediate connection 
to future sea level rise, our quantity of interest. It has required us to synthesize several approaches to systematically reduce the problem’s dimensionality in order to model 
how speci�cation of basal traction a�ects sea level rise. Our basic approach is to emply a Hessian-based approximation of the traction coe�cient uncertainty coupled with 
sensitivity experiments of the ice sheet’s response to environmental forcing to 2200 to bring the active dimensions to less than 10. 

Approach

Number of
Unknowns

Progress

Intrusive Inverse UQ Forward Propagation of Uncertainties Non-intrusive Inverse and Forward UQ

Challenges/
Questions

O(100,000) O(100) O(10)

Using observed ice velocities, thicknesses, and surface mass balance, 
a model adjoint is being developed for the FELIX dycore to infer 
sensitivities between modeled observations and the map of the basal 
traction parameter. Uncertainties in the optimization can be obtain 
through estimation of a Hessian (calculated through �nite di�erences 
of the adjoint). Eigenvectors of the Hessian will provide a reduced order 
basis for exploring the relationship between basal traction and sea level 
rise. 

O(100) O(10)

Work�ow
Using a speci�ed basal traction from earlier in the UQ work�ow, we will integrate the FELIX �nite element dycore with 
environmental forcing from 1800 to 2200. While the di�erent solutions for basal traction should produce minimal 
di�erences in the initial state, ice sheet response to environmental forcing will diverge as the ice sheet begins to
retreat. 

The important point to be made here is that not all uncertainties in basal traction are important to sea level rise. 
We want to identify which eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix that describe these uncertainties are important. Some
creative thinking will be required to identify if certain eigenvectors become important in combination with other
eigenvectors.

Having reduced the problem’s dimensionality to parameters in O(10) directions, an emmulator
will be developed to quantify the combination of basal traction �elds (eigenvectors) that satisfy
the test statistic. We will then estimate the impacts of these uncertainties on sea level rise. 

The result of this calculation has the potential to identify a small number of directions that 
dominate uncertainties in sea level rise. This distillation of information will be valuable to 
the science and data communities for setting priorities.

1 ?

Using a FELIX prototype with adjoint capabilities we have identi�ed the 
optimal basal traction consistent with observed ice velocities, thicknesses, 
and mass accumulation.

We are in the development stage of allowing DAKOTA to manage sea level rise experiments forced by the 
Community Earth System Model. Previously we have evaluated how biases in simulated surface mass balance 
a�ect projections of sea level rise.

Mass loss feedbacks in meters per 
century associated with climate 
forcing  to 2100

Ice Sheet Model Prediction of Sea Level Rise

Synthetic application: Use DAKOTA for 
Uncertainty Propagation
As an exercise DAKOTA is being used to forward 
propagate uncertainties in a single parameter 
sliding law for simple dome test Problem. The 
result provides a PDF on model outputs 
(here, velocity) given uncertain parameter inputs. Ice sheet “Dome Problem” geometry with 

velocity in one dimension(coloring)
Forward propagation of uncertainty in 
surface given uncertainty in basal traction.
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There are a number of observations that we are currently leaving out. 
Adjoints/Hessians would need to be created to account for these 
new constraints.  

The primary question and challenge is how to devise a computationally e�cient way of selecting the eigenvectors
that will be important to sea level rise. Each forward model calculation is expensive and the O(100) dimensional
space is too large to sample without a good strategy. Through the development of scalable and robust solution 
algorithms, and the resources of DOEs LCF machines, we expect a UQ study could include as many as 10,000 
steady-state simulations and 1000 transient propagations. We are open to input.

 

How adequate are the eigenvectors for capturing what is relevant to sea level rise? 

Schematic of observations, 
boundary conditions, and processes 
a�ecting ice sheet response to
environemental forcing.

calving law
�ow law

sliding law

starting unknowns ending unknowns

This is our current focus. All processes a�ecting sliding are 
parameterized as a map of unknown linear traction coe�cients.
This freedom gives us a lot of power to match observational
data constraints with the added risk that it may compensate for
other model errors nor does not account changes in processes
a�ecting sliding.

Hessian eigenvector approximation of basal traction uncertainty Forward model testing of  which Hessian eigenvectors are important to sea level rise Probabilistic exploration of the most important uncertainties relevant to sea level rise.

May discover a single combination 
of factors that leads to maximum 
unertainty in sea level rise.
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Inverse modeling / state & parameter estimation 
Polar ice sheets ATM 

ICESat, IceBridge, CryoSat-2 

ERS InSAR 
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cost m,( ) log-likelihood m,( ) U, T, H | m,( ) Obs( )T
C 1 U, T, H | m,( ) Obs( )

U : velocity
T : temperature
H : thickness
m : parameters

: boundry conditions
U, T, H | m,( ) initial state

U, T, H | m,( ) Initial Conditions m,( )
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